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A Suppose we have a completely-connected network of random-access machines which 
communicate by reading and writing data from their neighbours, with simultaneous reads and 
writes allowed. In the case of write conflicts, we allow any protocol which results in one of the 
competing values being written into the target register. We consider the semig,mrp summution 
pddem, that is, the problem of summing n semigroup elements. If the semigroup is finite, we 
find that it can be solved in time O(log n/log log n) using only n processors, regardless of the 
details of the write-conflict resolution scheme used. In contrast, we show that any parallel machine 
for solving the summation problem for infinite cancellative semigroups must take time [logs n 1, 
again, regardless of the details of the conflict resolution scheme. We give an example where it is 
possible to sum n ‘polynomial-sized’ elements in less than [log3 n 1 time using only poIynomially 
many processors. We are also able to show that such a machine must obey the flogs nl lower 
bound for elements which are only polynomiaily larger. Our upper bounds are for a machine 
with a reasonable local instruction set, whilst the lower bounds are based on a communication 
argument, and thus hold no matter how much computational power is available to each processor. 
Similar results hold for a parallel machine whose processors communicate via a shared memory. 
1. In uctiob 
Suppose we have a completely-connected n twork of processors. Each processor 
has a distinguished register called the communication register. In a single time-step, 
each processor may perform one or both of the following operations in the correct 
sequence: 
(1) Perform a communication step. Either: 
(i) read the communication register of some 
(ii) write a value into the communication reg 
(2) Perform an internal corn 
allow an arbitra umber of processors to rea a communization register 
si aneously and, i case of simultaneous writes, we allow any conventi 
in which a single processor is allowed to write its value, 
data items are lost. The winner in each case 
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upon the values being written, the target professor, the PROCESSORS 
even the time. This includes most conflict-resolution schemes found in the 
for example, in [a] the lowest numbered processor wins, and in [12] the processor 
attempting to w&e the largest value wins, with ties broken in favour of the lowest 
numbered processor. In the case of simultaneous attempts to read from and write 
into the same communication register, the reads are serviced before the writes. ile 
deriving lower bounds we shall allow any kind of internal instruction, whilst upper 
bounds will be given on a machine with limited local instruction-set (including 
semigroup addition, logical operations, flow of control etc.). 
Suppose P : N + A!, and P(n) 2 n for all n a 1. A computation on an input of size 
n is defined as follows. The input is broken up into n unit-size pieces, and one 
piece is given to each of the first n processors. P(n) processors are activated. They 
execute their local programs ynchronously, subject to the rules in the previous 
paragraph. P(n) is called the processor bound Note that, throughout this paper, the 
number of processors used in any individual computation is finite. The time bound 
T(n) is the maximum, over all inputs of size n, of the number of instructions 
executed before all processors have halted. The output is encoded in the final state 
of the processors, accordi to some reasonable output convention. 
Suppose (S, +) is an in te cancellative semigroup (that is, S is closed under +; 
+ is associative; and, for all a,&c~S, ifeither o+b=a+c or b+a=c+% then 
b = c). Examples include finite sets under disjoint set union, the natural numbers 
under addition, the integers under: ad&lion and finite bit strings under bit-wise 
exclusive-or (note that all groups are cancellative semigroups). We wish to ask the 
following question: how fast can the DCXP&~ machine described above add n 
arbitrary elements of a cancellative semigroup? We shall show that a network of 
P(n) processors requires time a(log n) to add n elements drawn from a subset of 
S of size P(n)“(P(nf’og”B . Thus, for example, for every network M of nc processors 
(where c is a constant), there is a constant d (dependent on c) such that 1M requires 
time sl(log n) to add n nd-bit integers. 
Lower bounds for parallel models which communicate by reading and writing 
can be surprisingly subtle, even if multiple writes are not allowed [3,16]. Previous 
lower bounds on models with simultaneous writes have only been shown for severely 
restricted machines. For example, Vishkin and Wigderson 118) bound the total 
amount of successful communication i each time-step, and Meyer auf der Heide 
and ive a lower bound of R(log n) fo teger summation on a machine 
with limited local instruction set. subsumes this result, and in 
contrast uses only elementary tech eyer auf der Heide and 
derson [8] have removed this rest ed the lower bound to 
arallel machines which corn mm&c functions using 
mbered processor wins’ convention for handling multiple writes. The 
plicated argument bas y theory. Our proof technique 
generalizes easily to a large class of str iy nonconstant functions whose intersec- 
tion with the strongly nonconsta 
Eme bounds for parallel summations of semigroup elements 
ore recently, an improved lower boun 
by Beame [l]. 
er summation has been 
also briefly investigate upper bounds for th? of summation i  finite 
semigroups, and find that fast algorithms on d ~1, linear number of processors 
can be used to produce fast algorithms on ;v pro~cssors. s a corollary, we deduce 
that the summation of n elements of a CC *+ 3v-.lligroup can be computed in time 
O(log n/log log n) on n processors. Th5 is an improvement of the result described 
by Vishkin and Wigderson [18], where they observe that the same upper bound on 
polynomially many processors follows from the work of Chandra, Stoc 
Vishkin 121. 
The remainder of this paper is divided into two sections. Section 2 contains the 
lower bound for infinite cancellative semigroups and briefly discusses extensions to 
other models (includin shared memory machines). Section 3 shows that the lower 
bound can be brokzn if polynomially-smaller sized input elements are used and 
contains upper bounds for finite semigroups. 
2. The lower bound 
Theorem 1. Let (S, +) be an infinite cancelk e semigroup. lien a network of P( n) 
processors equires time [log, n 1 to add together n elements of S drawn from some 
subset S’ c S with P( n)“(P(n)‘og n, elements. 
Proof. An upper bound of [log3 nl steps is obvious. The base of three in the 
logarithm stems from the ability of a processor to take a value from its local memory, 
a value which it reads from a neighbouring processor and a value which is written 
into its communication register by a second neighbour and sum the three values in 
a single step. For the lower bound, suppose M is a P(n) processor parallel machine 
which can sum n elements in time T(n), and let x = (x0, . . . , x,-I) be an input string 
consisting of n symbols, each of which is a member of S. We assume that the 
processors are numbered 0, 1, . . . , P(n) - 1, and that the output will be found in 
processor 0at the end of the computation. Let GX be the directed graph with vertices 
(p, t),Osp< P(n),Os t< T(n),andwithanedgefrom(p,, tl)to(pa, t2)ift2= tl+l 
and either p1 = p2 or, during time-step tt of the computation of input x, either 
processor p2 reads a value from pl, or pl successfully writes a 
called the computation graph of the parallel machine on input X. 
x is said to be reachable if there is a path from vertex (i, 0) to vertex (0, T(n)) in G,. 
Note that it is not necessarily the case that 
input are reachable. For example, suppose t
Suppose processor A wishes to communicate so 
I?. First, processor writes the value v into its 
next ime-step, if A ants to write some other v 
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If it wishes to communicate v,it writes nothing. In either case, in the next time-step 
the communication register of processor i3 contains the correct value. 
technique, it is easy to construct aparallel machine which sums n semigrou 
in such a manner that any input string containing the element v 
symbols. 
he elements to be added together are drawn from a set Sk S of size 
N. We claim that (provided N is sufficiently large) there is au input string in which 
all symbols are reachable. For a contradiction, su input has at least 
one unreachable symbol. Define the reachable set iix, is reachable}. 
Let Qxc-{OJ,..., n - 1) be such that jQx n - 1 and R, c Qx. Then there is a 
unique i such that 0~ i c n and i g Qx. For definiteness, uppose Qx is chosen so 
that i is minimal. Call Qx the critic&et of 5 (~0,. . , xi-, , x+~, . . . ? xn+) the critical 
string of x, and xi the unteachable symbd of x 
Suppose we fix an input x. How many input strings y are t..dre such that Gx = Gy ? 
If Gx = G,,, then, clearly, R, = Ry and the critical set for x is also critical for y. 
pose there are two inputs y, and y, with identical critical strings such that 
63, = G_,,, =G&. Then, by a simple cut-and-paste argument, both y, and y2 must 
sum to the same value since (once the computation graph is fixed) the unreachable 
symbol cannot affect he output. But, by the cancellation law, if we have two inputs 
y, and y2 with identical critical strings and identical sums, then they must have 
identical unreachable symbols. Therefore, y1 = y2, from which we deduce that there 
are at most as many candidates for y as there are different critical strings. Since 
there are at most N”-’ different critical strings, we can conclude that at most IV”-’ 
different inputs can give rise to the same computation graph. 
Let G(n) be the number of possible computation graphs on n inputs. By the 
pigeonhole principle, at least one graph must be used for at least APiG input 
strings. If N is chosen such that N > G(n), then this value is greater than N”-I, 
which contradicts the result of the previous paragraph. Thus there xust be arr input 
string for which all symbols are reachable. Since, for all x, G, has in-degree 3, this 
implies that T(n) 3 flog, n 1. 
Exactly how large can G(n) be? Each computation graph has T(n) layers, each 
corresponding toa single step of the parallel machine. Row many different choices 
for each layer are there? Clearly there are P( n)Pi”’ choices for the subgraph 
corresponding to the read operations. The subgraph corresponding to the write 
operations forms a bipartite matching (if X and Y are finite, disjoint sets of vertices, 
a bipartite matching is a graph G = ( V, E) where V = X u Y, E s X x Y, and each 
element of X u Y appears in at most one edge of E). Let M(x, y) be the number 
of bipartite matchings from a set of size x to a set cf size y B x. Then M( 1, y) = y + 1 
, for all x> 1, (x,y)= (x - 1, y -- 1). Therefore, M(x, y) s 
(2y -x +3)2”-2y! (proof by induction on x). If we further define M(x) = M(x, x), 
ix) < xX+0(‘)_ Thus there are 
nrg to t 
Note that if we insist that the elements o be added 
(which according to f9, lo] is one of the 
thesis), then the lower bound is not v 
roup elements hich can be scl ded in polynomially many bits, which at 
least ensures that the input encoding is ‘concise’ in the sense of [S]. 
ry 2. For every infmite can (22, +) and no-p~cessor n 
s’GSwit_I lo re~i~~~ time at least 
n elements of ents of S requires 
time ct feast [logs n 1 regardless of the processor bound. 
Note that the proof of Theorem 1 (and hence, Corollary 2) works equally well 
for parallel machines which compute functions on n inputs with the property that 
fixing n - 1 of the inputs and the output fixes the remaining input. 
A CRCW-PRAM is a variant of the shared memory machine (see, for example, 
[4,6]) in which concurrent reads and writes are allowed. Theorem 1 extends to 
CRCW-PRAMS in the obvious fashion since a CRCW-PRAM with S(n) words of 
shared memory and P(n) processors can be simulated without asymptotic time loss 
by a network of P(n) + S(n) processors. With a little thought, an exact upper and 
lower bound of [log, n 1 can be derived. Thus we can deduct he following corollary. 
Corollary 3. For every infinite cancellative semigroup (S, +-j W: ? 4~4 
machine A4 with nc processors and shared memory cells, there is a set S’ c S with 
log] S’l = 0( nc log* n ) such that M requires time at least [log2 n 1 to sum n elements 
of S’. The addition of n arbitrary elements of S requires time at least [log2 n 1 regardless 
of the processor bound or amount of shared memory available. 
Meyer auf der Heide and Reischuk [TJ prove a restricted version of Corollary 3 
for integer addition in a model in which the type of internal computation which 
can be done in one step is severely limited. Our lower bound subsumes their result, 
and has a much simpler proof. Recently, Meyer auf der Heide and Wigderson [8] 
have removed this restriction (on the ‘lowest-numbered-processor-wins’ model), and 
have made the above-mentioned xtensions to strongly nonconstant symmetric 
functions. 
Our lower bound technique is based on the fact that co munication with any 
particular processor must be channeled through a single register. This model is 
called a restricted access network in [9]. The lower bound still hold 
is allowed to read any register of its neig 
to write into any register of its neighbour 
since a machine which has in its local instruction set an n-a 
can sum n elements in only 2 steps. 
our lower boun 
wit 
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without asymptotic time loss on a P( n)S( n j-processor estricted-access 
network. 
e lower bound of Section 2 is slightly unsatisfying because it holds o 
of n large elements. owever, it holds for any iufinie zca 
any reasonable conv tion for handling multiple-writes. 
show that such a powerful result requires the use of large elements by giving an 
example in which the lower bound can be broken if polynomially-smaller sized 
input elements are used. 
Suppose we wish to perform a bit-wise exclusive-or of n bit-strings. It is possible 
to perform the exclusive-or of n bits in only one step using n + 1 processors on a 
machine with the following protocol for dealing with simultaneous writes. If the 
number of processors attempting to write a non-zero value is odd, then the smallest- 
numbered processor attempting to write a non-zero value succeeds; otherwise, the 
largest-numbered processor succeeds. To ‘exclusive-or’ together n b: - ) tilstr buted 
one-per-processor in processors 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, processors 0 through n - 1 write their 
input values to processor 0, while processor n writes a zero to processor 0. The 
value received by that processor is the exclusive-or of the n inputs. (Note that the 
same technique can be used to add n elements of a finite semigroup in constant 
time and with n +0( 1) processors.) 
Thus, n b-bit bit strings can be bit-wise xclusive-or’ed together in only [log, b 1+ 2 
steps using a b(n + 1) processor network with the above register-access conventiol; 
and a sufficiently powerful local instruction set. We use one team of n + 1 processors 
for each bit position and take one step to fan out the n inputs to the b teams using 
simultaneous reads, one step for each team to perform the exclusive-or of its bits 
and [log, b 1 steps to fan in the b results. Thus, if b G n/27, [log, b 1+ 2 G [log, n 1 - 1 
steps suffice. Yet a iower hound of [log, n 1 holds on n3 +0( n) processors when 
b =f(n2 log2 n). An upper bound less than [log3 nl can be obtained on n3j2 
processors using any reasonable convention for multiple writes, with b = c& for a 
carefully chosen constant c. 
e can conclude from the above that the lower bound does not hold for eve3 
omially-smaller sized input elements. In the remainder of this section, we shall 
see that it is possible tti do asymptotically better when summirA6 n elements of a 
nite semigroup, even if only n processors are available and the multiple-write 
convention is arbitrary. In what follows, we assume that the ith processor of the 
er called the processor 
Time bounds &or parallel summations of semigroup elements 
Suppose we are to sum n elements with n processors. Each processor 
computes f(n). The processors divide themselves into f(n) team e ith team, 
0 6 i <f(n), consists of those processors with BID modfQ n) = i. s there are 
f(n) - 1 teams of [n/f( n)l processors and one team of at most [n/f (n)l processors. 
Each tearm _ indenendently computes the sum of its inputs, in time T( [n/f(n)l) (we 
--_ - _z_ assume that T(n) is monotone nondecreaslhg). This ieaves j( n j partiai sums, whkh 
can be added together in time T(f(n), n). Cl 
A similar result can be proved for nc processors. However, Lemma is 
for our purposes. 
(Shiloach and Vishkin [17]). ‘T;ke maximum of n integers can be found 
in time O(log log n) with n processors, and in constant time with n I+’ processors (for 
any constant E> 0). 
Proof. It is easy to compute the maximum of n elements in constant time using n* 
processors (hint: czpstruct an n x n matrix with the (i, j)th entry one if the ith input 
element is less than the jth, and zero otherwise). Thus, by using Lemma 4 with 
f(n) = r&l, the time required w 5nd the maximum of n elements using n processors 
is given by 
T(n)s T([dil)+O(l)=O(loglog n). 
By limiting the depth of recursion to [log2 k 1, for some constant k2 1, the time can 
be reduced to O(log k) with n’*lik processors. Cl 
The following result is well-known and can be obtained using the techniques of 
1% lOI* 
Thecfinite semigroup summation problem can be solved in constant time 
with 2O(“) processors. 
A similar result is reported by Vishkin an 
the finite semigroup summation problem in c 
for any real number & > 0 (see, for exa 
t is possible to solve 
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l%e jnite semigroup summation problem can be solved in time 
O(log n/leg log n) using n processors. 
f. By Lemma 4 with f(n)=O(log n), and Theorem 6. Cl 
Thus, for example, the exclusive-or of n bi s can be computed in time 
O(log n/log log n) using n processors. This matches the lower bound of Yao [ 191 
for polynomially many processors with limited instruction-set. Theorem 7 has been 
reported independently by Reif 1151. 
Theorem 7 can be generalized to the case of summing n constant-bit elements of 
an infinite semigroup with the property that any n-element sum can be described 
in O(log n) bits (since Theorem 6 holds with the processor bound modified to 
2°(“‘oen), the proof follows from Lemma 4 with f(n) = O(log n/log log n).) Thus, 
for example, n single-bit integers can be added together in time O(log n/log log n) 
using n processors. 
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